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PREFACE

^

T!d.8 paper illt^trates the apfCLlcations and limitations of
marketing research theory in a practical research situation.
It is said 'Uiat theory is soon forgotten and perhaps never folly
Tinderstood until it has found peactical application. I, as a practicing
marketing research analyst, have had some particularly frustrating
moments in reconciling theory to practice.

As the field became more

familiar, it becaim appaz^nt the true value of a marketing researcher
is his ability to subjecid.vely evaluate all aspects of the research
situation and apply such theory, tdiether it be leaned from sociology,
psychology or others^ t^i&h is appropriate to obtain tibe maximum results
with a minimum of uncertainty. Effective commonicatlon of the results
to those individuals charged ^th marketing authority encourages the
formulation of optiaram marketing stradegy.
I wish to thask the committee chairman. Dr. (£Lenn Barth, for his
comments, particularly concerning the need for theoretical support from
contributors in the research field.
I also express appreciation to the firm for i^ch the research was
conducted for supplying the resources necessary to conduct a study of
this magnitude.
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CHAFXER I
IHTRODUCnOK
Slttmtioo iaialysls
The I^versified Inmber Predncta Coapasgr is prlnaidly a producer
of lumber. Lumber is a eoamodity approaching the perfect competitive
model of CQjissical EconcsBles. Sup|^ is relatively inelastic in the
short texn, causii^ wide price fluctuations as a relatively elastic
demand reacts to conditions of prosperity. Various other product
lines have been added throu^ integration of the forest resources in
an effort to limit

Impact of lumber price fluetuati^os.

Forest indtistry leaders are integrating their emtpanies vertically
and horizontally in an effort to gain the highest return through
manofaeture of finished and semi-finished |»K>ducts. Value added
throu^ manufacture serves as a buffer to price fluctuations. Diversio
flcation is the key to profits in an industry idiere the wide price
fluctuations of lumber have traditionally made forecasting and budgeting
vexy difficult. Multiple utilissatlon of timber and other resoturces
acquired "Uirough merger and acquisition has given the industry innovators
firm entrenchments in nemt markets, thereby developing semi-captive
markets for the original lumber commodity.
Diversified lAoiber Products Company liAiolesale Building Haterials
Division was the subject of an assigned marketing research project.
The results of the actual study have been substantially altered for the
purposes of this paper in order to ensure confidentiality.
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This ii^olesale division Is a supplier of building material products
to retailers widely scattered throughout Ifontana and northern lij|yoiidng.
Its fonetlon Is to serve as a seml-captlve outlet for lunber, searvlce
company owned retail outlets, service c^petltlve retail outlets, and
provide an adequate return on Investment. The i^olesale operation was
acquired In 19^3 throu^ poirchase of an existing facility rather than
creation of a nev i^olesale operation idtialn the state. The customer
mix includes many clients developed under the old ownership.
The irtiolesale division has unique marketing problons. Their cus
tomers are almost exclusively retail building materials dealers. The
service priorities of these retailers are set by contractors, small
builders, and Mo-lt-yourselfers" -tdilch make up the constmwr mix.
The service priorities of these firms vary as to location and size.
Those service items assigned the highest priorities fay the dealers
should be performed the most effectively by the idiolesale division.
Scope of Itesearch
The management of the idiolesale division in conjunction with the
general maSftger of Diversified Lonber Products expressed intemst in
measuring the attitudes of a retailer eonsemus toward

itdiolesale

operation. Management stated this in the form of "image awareness".
It was l:Qrpothesised that the sise of a retailer and the importance of
vaz^ous services togeidier with the success of the i^lesale operation
in meeting them were related.

CHAPnSR II
PRBIIMINAHr INVBSTIGAnON
ProM-Wtt
Tbe nature of the research request did not indicate the presence
of a problem. The reseamh was to he esgiloratoTy. If problems existed
they would be identified and measured in the research process.
Popalatlon
The popalatlon vas defli»d as 172 retail firms c<aiprlslng the
idiolesale patronage. Upon examination of the characteristics of the
popalatlon, it v&a apparent firms could be stratified bj size (synoniymous
vlth sales potential for Diversified Lumber Products), volume (synonjmoxis
vith amount presently porohased from Diversified lumber Products, and
geograidiic location (a given salesman's territory).
HLotting the population upon a geographic ^ame, revealed vide area
dispersion of the customers. It was immediately apparent the costs of
personal intervienlng a random sample vould be prohibitive.
Feasibility of Measuring Retailer's Attitudes
In-<iepth intez^ews wi'Ui D.L.P. management and salesmen revealed
tiiat the image of a idiolesale building matexdals fina was highly dependent
upon its ability to service retail accounts. The reduction of all
criteria to service items and their subsequent presentation to a
representative sample for evaluation should provide an excellent measure
of the retailer's attitudes toward D.L.P. A review of marketii^
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textbooks and building mate3*ial<-oxdented periodicals notild indicate
those service criteria applicable to the idiolesale operation.
Ob.iectives and Constraints
The objective of idie marketing research sttidy was to provide a
measttre of the image of the wholesale division throiigh comprehensive
evaluation of its competitive stance and service to its customers.
The stud^ was to be eo^oratory in nature.

Ml items measured

were to aUow the respondent freedom to emphasize points of particular
interest, thereby adding subjective wei^t to survey results.
Ck>sts of execution of the study were not stipulated, though the
impression was clear that optimum resxilts at a minimum cost would
detendne the nature of future research requests.

CHAFPBR m
SAHH£ DESIGN
Rationale for Hon-Probability Samiale
Theory and Practice
The major obstacle to a snccessftil marketing research study tmder
the conditions of 'ttiis research situation vould a]^ar to be establish*
ment of a representative sample throiigh application of probability sam
pling theory. It is at this point that marketing research departs frcan
the stigma of a scientific discipline to that of an art. Subjective
judgement is inquired in reconciling theory to the research situation.
Ebinent authorities maintain that probability sampling selection
is required whenever the information is of importance. The following
are examines i
Only by using probability methods can objective numerical
statements be made concerning "Uie precision of results...Hence,
when the iixformation to be obtained is of real importance, it
-will be desirable to choose methods based on the use of the
theory of probability,!
Probability sampling is the only sampling method that provides
estimates idiieh are essentially unbiased arsd have measureable pre
cision.^
The fallacy of the above is that an objective probability statement
about the accuracy of an estimate of the population throu^ sampling is
very unlikely since probability theozy centers on measurement of
sampling ezror only. The possible soujrees of Brror in the process of
acquiring a sample of the population can be termed measurement, nonresponse, process, frame, and randomness. Only the latter is measured

6
by samplix^ error. All otl»rs are non-sampUng errors,3
Measurement Error
A respondent may not report his true answer due to ignorance, un
willingness, or a lack of understanding of idiat information is to be
measured.^
IfonrResponse Error
The respondent and the non-respondent may be highly variable for
the infoznation being measured.^
SammLing Process Error
Unless the weights used in adjusting the sample average are based
upon correct data, "Uie probability sample will have sampling process
error.^
Frame
Frame error occurs due to variance between the average true value
in the sampling frame and the true population value. If the frame is
poorly defined in a probability sample, frame error will follow,^
Randomness
Random error is not necessarily gireater in a quota sample than in
a probability design. A larger quota sample can be obtained at a
lower cost and it may be more effectively stratified. Also, for a
judgement sample, the random samjO-ing error is usually less than for a
probability design.®
Subjective Evaluation
PractitioneiTS generally concede that a researcher, for a given cost,
o
should minimize uncertainty.^ A combination of objective and subjective
judgements of the accuracy of samjiLe estimates is required. Since nonsampling error can only be measured subjectively the validity of the
added esqpense of probability sampling in a given situation must be ser-

7

It has been postulated that Bayesian analysis ootild assign quan
titative Deists based upon subjective judgenents of non-sampling error,
li^th this criterion, probability and ix>nr>probability designs are
comparalale,^®
The maior concern is that a sample be repi«sentative of the pop
ulation. Theorists state that selection of respondents must be random
to ensTire that the universe is properly represented, Honever, in prac
tice even a prabability sample is never exactly representative.
'^st market resoarch studies deviate to some extent from randm
methods.** Following a stringent randm procedure is very costly. If
care is ^ken thirou^ subjective judgement to exclude procedures allowing
unwanted bias, non-random procedures will not seriously affect the
12
results.
**In most studies a simple random sample is either undesirable
or impossible.** iltematlve sample designs stjch as systematic, clustered,
stratified, and non-probability samples must be fit to the research
situation.
There is a gap in the literature between practitioner and theorist.
An interasting paradox lies in the fact that the largest portion of
marketing research is conducted "Uirou^ non-probability sampling designs
thou^ virtually no theoretical Infomatlon is available.
Industrial Marketing Research
The preceding discussion has emphasized that decision concerning
sample design must follow the research situation, fechnioally, -ttie
research for D.L.P. could be Interpreted as industrial marketing research.
Since most research of this nature is conducted by a firm internally and
the findings ara confidential, research results rarely reach the

journals.^5

Though only one textbook and few articles have been wiritten on the subject
its divergence from consumer research has implications for this study.

8
Consmer research Imrolves mss raw data c(Niii41ed in a statistical
manner. Industrial research involves '^assemblies*' of chosen respondents,

16
rather than statistically controlled drawings.
The population is
noznally stratified according to voltime of product tusage. "The skew
distribution of industrial firms on

*si8se of operations* axis...must

be taken into account." Bandom sampiLing tuider these conditions is very
inefficient.^^
Area-Quota SamixLing
Quota sampling» a non-probaMlity form was selected as appropriate
to the research situation. It is most frequently used bgr market
reseairchers.
"Quota sampling deirivss its name firom the fact that the number of
sample members, quota, from each stratum and for each interviewer is
set in advance.Samples in industrial marketing research are normally
stratified accordii^ to volume of product usage.A stratified sample
will yield more accurate results through reduction of the sampling
21

exTor.

This will c<aapensate for sampliz^ error introduced throt^

non-random sample selection.
The effiteieiKsy of breaking a population into strata lies in the
establishment of homogeneous parts. The more strata, the greater the
Op

increase in efficiency.

The ctistomers comprising the population were first stratified into
t^ three sales territories. Within each territory they were further
st^tified as follows for a totlkl of 12 strata 1
1)
2^
3)
4)

Large
LarM
Small
Small

potential,
potential,
potential,
potential,

high volume
low volvmw
high volume
low volume

The potential of « onstcmier refers to size of opez>atlons based on yearly
retail sales voltime. The dividing point betneen a castomer of large and
small potential mis established at $300,000 yearly sales. This «as
derived throu^ sisbjective judgement of D.L.P. wholesale management and
sales persoiQi^.
The voltime of a ctistomer z«fers to the amount parchased from D.L.P.
The dividing point between hi^ and low voltime was $7,^0 for large
potential eustomers and $2,700 for small potential customers. These
volumes represent the median purchases from D.L.P. as of the period
ended August

1970*
Population and Sample Siae

The population was c(»iiposed of all customers on the mailing list
for the monthly newsletter who fell within one of the three sales
terzdtories. These territories are illustrated in the Appendix, Exhibit
A» as sales Territory A (south-central and southeastern Montana and
northeastera lnj^oming), B (Northeastern and east-central Ifontana and
north-central and central %^oming), and C (vestem Ifontana),

A sample

was drawn roughly jaraportionate to a given stratm but in a number suf
ficient to attain at least

valid responses per stratum per sales

territory. A systematic drawing of the sample approached random design.
Qaota sampling based upon the geographic location of possible respondents
proceeded therafter. This total of 48 minimum x«sponses represented
28^ of the population and was judged by the reseaz^h analyst to be
adequate for good representation in a stratified sample design.
The determination of statistical significance is not possible in
a non-pxobability samplii^ method. Kb confidence intervals and estimation
of sample error is to be attempted in qaota sampling.^

10

The distrlbation of the popolation size ms as follows t
Terrltoiry Territory Territory
Totals
A
B
Large
Large
iSmall
Small

potential,
potential,
potential,
potential,

hi^ vol. 6
low vol. 16
high vol. 11
low vol.

13
9
39

9

28

8
k

33
5^
-2
173

16
77

The sample size was as followst
Territory
A
Large
Large
Small
Snail

potential,
potential,
potential,
potential.

high vol. 5
low vol.
9
hi^ vol. 9
low vol. 10
33

Territory Territory
B
C
T o t a l s
7

6

11

k
6
k

16
21
Zk

10
90

CHAPTER IV
QIJBSTIONKAIBE DESIGN
The qaestloimalre, fisMbit B, itas developed throtigh a review of
wholesale service functions provided by marketing publications and
selected according to their applicability to the idiolesale operation.
Final selection of items to be evaluated Idirough l^e customer survey was
made with the idiolesale manager's guidance. Questionnaire pre-testing
was limited to the D.L.P. sales staff and two local iretail building
material dealers.
Page 1 of the questionnaire was designed to allow respondents to
rate and rank 21 services perfonned

the Iftiolesale operation. Page 2

was to measure the degree of interest in specialty products and dealer
Incentive programs.
:F^e 3 ^ias concerned primarily with eliciting general response,
Open'^nd questions focused on problem areas.

Questions 3 and ^ were to

measure market penetration. Qaestions 5 and 6 focused on the importance
of fdiolesaler truck service.
A combination of scaling techniques was developed for pages 1 and
2 of the qwstionnaire incorporating the "Uieory of checklist scaling,
''semantic differential** sealing, and the use of raiiklz^s to establish
buyer prioxities.

•II
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RalAonale for CbBcklist« Attitude Scaling
History
The development and use of attitude scaling techniques has evolved
in large part fJrom the field of psychology,

These techniques for

measuring attittvle and attitude change have been pairtially incorporated
into marketing research.
The behavorists concept of *^tivation reseairch" was iddely api^ied
to marketing research during the late forties and early fifties.

Appli

cations of scalir^ techniques included Thurstone's ''c<»iparative judge
ment", Osgood's "semantic differential", Arris's "21 point rating
scale", and Stephenson's "Q-sort

technique",

Attitudes have been defined as "a psychic summation of knowledge,
emotions, motivations, and intentions".

Also, "an attitude is a

personal disposition common to individuals, but possessed to different
degrees, tdiich impels th^ to react to objects, situations, or proposition
in ways that can be called favorable or

tinfavorable."^?

A knowledge of consumer attitudes can direct the effort of paromotlona!
programs, product design, and customer service activity,^ Usage of
scaling techniques such as the "semantic differential" allows "quantil^ng
highly subjective data representing difficult to vezbalize evaluations of
compaiy Image, products, and services".
"Semantic Differential" Vez«us Checklist Scaling
"Osgood's 'semantic differential* involved repeated judgements of
ft concept against a series of descriptive bi-polar, adjectival scales
on a 7-point, equal-interval, ordinal scale." In scoring the differ
ential, ]i»an scores were coDmohly presented in profile form,30
The reliability of "s^nantle differential" scaling, that is, the
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extent to idileh it yields the same values vlthln acceptable margins of
error is hl^, within the ,80*s and .90*s on the evaluative dimension.
Checklist sealing has been foxind to yield comparable results.3^
The **semantlc differential*' scaling technique requires the respon
dent to rate a given object along multiple continoa*

Cbec^ist sealing

requires the rating of the given object along a single continuum.
"S^Bantic differential" scaling is more expeislve to construct due to
the need for development of the series of bi-polar adjectives or jdirases
Since the checldist method deals vlth a single continoum such as
favorable-unfavorable, objects to be evaluated such as "product features
and dimensions of corpoz>ate Image" can be added as desired.^
G. David Hughes used a combination of the two sealing techniques to
assess 'tiie importanoe of defined service items in a buying Situation.
These measuring devices had sufficient sensitivity to detect substantial
relative differences in adding machine aptplications amng geographically
defined sales territories.^^
The 7-poiMt scale of the "semantic differential" design provides fo:
a zero mid-point on the evaluative eontinuum. Since the reliability of
this scale had been scientifically proven throu^ Osgood's experiments,
this feature ims incorporated into the checklist scaling technique
utilized for the purposes of the marketing research study.
Open-End Questions
Page 3 of the questionnaire was designed to promote open response
eonceming product line, product catalog, truck seirvice, and problem
areas Indicated by those service items receiving a low evaluation on
page 1. This met the guidelines set forth by D.L.P. management.

CHAPIBR V
DATA COIUSCnON
Data collection can be perfozned tbaroti^ personal, telephone, and/or
mail interviews. In mai^ cases the best laethod of interviewing is a
37
combination.
The economic realities most be reconciled with the
degree of certainty to be obtained. Any combination that meets the
sttrvey requirements shotild be considejred.^
There is no stibstitute for the personal interview. The personal
interview is

most flexible, conbz>olled ra»thod of collecting laz>ge

amotints of data.^^
Telephone surveys may be less costly but require a very limited
response, tftdch is inconsistent with the requirements of this marketing
research stuc^.
Mail surveys are easier to administer and may be less costly but
typically have only 10-205^ response. Non-response error may seriously
affect the accuracy of sample results.^
Checklist irating scales are readily useable in mail questionnaire
III
or personal interviewing.
However, personal interviewing is consistent
wi-Ui quota sampling design. The excessive cost of obtaining a representatf
sample of each of tibe 12 stratum through personal interviewing required a
combination of the two.
I^rsonal interviewing was confined to those respondents located
within a reasonable distance, as judged by the interviewer, from a
pa*e-determined travel route. Those respondents not accessible due to

in
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geographic location were contacted throttgh a nail questionnaire. In the
event a respondent designed for the pe»onal interview was not available
due to prolonged absence from the place of bosiness, the qoestionnaire
was left, together with a personalized note of intiroduction and instzoictions
for eompletion and mailing in a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Respondents contacted throu^ the mail received a cover letter, E:diibit C,
the standard qaestionnaire, and the stamped, self-addressed envelope, as
consistent with good practice in the field.
The Irtterview
iOl interviews were conditcted by the marketing iresearch analyst.
This eliminated the procedural prolxLrai of interviewer selection and
training. The research analyst had received training fr(»ii prior sttidies
and cotild be considered highly qualified. His intimate awareness with the
objectives of the study and consequent customer attitudes to be measuired,
was particularly appropriate to the open-end question design of page 3
of the questiormalre.
The interviewer made a strong effort to contact sample respondents.
If the respondent was not immediately available for the personal
interview, effort to contact was made for one to two hours. If the
travel route allowed for re-conrtact, contact was again attempted. Leaving
the questionnaire was the last alternative.
The Interviewer made a strong effort to maintain a non-biased
attitude throti^out the interview. The respondent was politely informed
of the nature of the visit. It was emphasized that the respondeint's
answers would have a direct effect on the nature of future service 1:^
D.L.P. Upon completion of the qaestionnaire, the Interviewer encouraged
additional ccamnents to be added to page 3 of the questionnaire.
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The objective nas to seek out areas of particular interest to the
respondent and promote an in-depUi discussion.

CHAPTER VI
missis OF DATA
Respordents -mre as follows t
Territory Territory Territory
Totals
C
A
B
Large
large
Small
Small

potential,
potential,
potential,
potential,

hi^ vol,
low vol.
hi^ vol.
low vol.

k
5
6

2
8

k

20

k
IB

k
3
6
17

12
11
17

11
55

Data totals were stmctxired around the above strata In order to
reveal relationships between volume potential, actual volume, and the
sales territories. All averages were wei^ted in accordance with the
number of responses for each catagory.
The data on pages 1 and 2 of the questionnaire, Exhibit 6, were
totaled and charted. Each position on the 7 point ranking scale was
assigned a value in order to compute mean scores for each service item.
The middle space was 0, the spaces on the negative side were -1, >2, and
-3 respectively, idiile the spaces on the positive side were 1, 2, and 3>
Summing the iresponses for each item yields the ntsan ranking score.
The bottom of page 1 of the questionnaiz^ dealt with ranking the
21 seirvice items. Possible priorities in order of importance were 1,
2, 3»

and 5. The freqaoncy with which each item received the 5

scores measures the importance of that service item in the buying decisions
of the respondents.
Questions 1, 2, and 7 on page 3 of the questionnaiire, Exhibit 6,

^n
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were opezirend questions designed to elicit general response.

The results

of these questions are discussed in the forthcoming survey results
section of this paper. Questions 3 smd k concerned market penetration
and the totals represent average responses.

Qaestions 5 aiid 6 concern

^oles^er truck service and the totals are merely summations.

CHAPTER Vn
SURTET RESULTS
Page 1 of the Qaestlonnalre
Escfaibit D graphically depicts the evaluative ratings and rank
priorities of the 21 service items according to the mean ratings of
each service item by sales territory.
Diversified VSiolesale has a generally favorable image vith its
ciist<»aers. The averages for "Uie entiire sales teriritory indicate all
service items have favorable ratlins. Honever, this is questionable
since a positive bias nay have infltienced survey z«sults. The lower
scoring sez^ce items cotild indicate tuifavorable ratlins. The major
concern is relative scoring differences, Bie services in order of most
to least favorable, together with their top ten priorities in the average
respondent*s bearing decisions are as follows i
Priority
8& 9
10

4
3
7
5
2
6

Service Items

Mean Score

1. Credit terns
12. General attitude of rep.
16. Willingness to accept back
faulty merchandise..............................
18. Product lines
2. Pronptness of receiving invoices..
1^. Product knowledge of rep.
6. Promptness of receiving quotations
19. Sales poli^
k. Telephone service........
3. Correctness of invoices................
17. Promptness of handling claims...
15* Physical condition of merchandise....
20. Price
9. Delivery idien promised
13. Availability of dismay matezdals
8. Inventory level-stock availability
5. Quality of product catalog

2.2
2.2
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.^
1.3
1.0
.9
9
.8
.8
7
.6

20
1
7.
8 4 9 11.
10.
21.

Ability to deliver within tiiw required
Freq:Qen<^ of visits by D.L.P. reps.*...
TTsefolness of newsletter
Wholesaler track service

.5
.3

.0
N.A

It is apparent from the above that those service items of greatest
djnpozi:anee to the respondents are being performed ttna least satis
factorily by B.L.P.
According to ExhiMt D the customers in Territory B are the most
satisfied with services rendered. This terzdtory received the highest
ratings for l6 of the 20 services. Favorable comment during various
interviews, attributes part of this to the territory salesman. He
is very well liked 'UuK>u^out the teirritory. Perhaps this biased ser
vices not within his control throu^ the "halo**

effect,

tmt it is

plausible -Uuit over-aU compazQr image is the most favorable in this
sales territory.
Survey findings indicate the customers in Territory C are the
least satisfied with the services being performed. This territory
received the lowest average ratings for 13 of the 20 services. Res
pondents gave negative response to items 7 (ability to deliver within
time required), 11 (Frequency of visits

representative), and 10

(Useftilness of the newsletter). Other itons significantly below other
sales territories were 2 (Promptness of receivii^ invoices), 3 (Cor
rectness of invoices), 8 (Inventory level-stock availability), 9
(Delivery when promised), 15 (Fhysical condition of merchandise),
16 (Willingness to accept back faulty meTOhandise), and I7 (Pr<»iptness
of handling claims).
Rsspondents were fjrequently confused over 3 of the services listed
on page 1 of the questionnaire. Credit texns, usefulness of the news
letter, and sales policy were unclear. It appears credit tezms is an
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Irrelevant servlee item as Diversified Wholesale's tems aare substan
tially no different from other idiolesalers.
MazQr cwteaiil*s were ttnamre of a newsletter. Some were certain it
was not beJ^ received, idiile others were imsm«. Bcamination of the
"newsletter** indicates it is an infreqpxent, one page, untitled, listing
of specials, with a couple of lines of news appearing at the top of the
pago.
Sales policy was cosBiionly being confused with terms of sale, while
the intent was to measure the loyalty in selling oiily to retailers.
EdiibLt E compares the mean scores for service items by potentialvolume strata for the entire sales texritory. Large building materials
dealers, particularly those purchasing large volume from D.L.P., are
the least satisfied with "Uieir services. Large potential customers
providing a relatively hi^ volume of business, gave the lowest rating
for 1^ of the 20 service items. Top priority items such as 7 (Ability
to deliver within time required), 8 (Inventory level-stock availability)
9 (Delivery idaen promised), and 15 (Flqrsical coxdition of merchandise
delivered) are among tlie lowest rated service items.
Snail potential c\istomers providing a relatively high volume of
business for D.L.P., gave the highest rating for 13 of 20 services.
These firms tend to be neglected by competitors. They are generally
appreciative of the additional attention given them by D.L.P. repre
sentatives.
There is considerable variation of mean scores between the 12
strata, reflecting differences in the size of customer firms, salesmen's
performance, and geographic constraints. (See Exhibits F,G, and H)
The sum of the means for the ccmbined service itesis is as follows t
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Territoiy Teridtory Territory
Totals
c
B
A
Large potential,
Large poteatial*
Small potential,
Onall potential,
Totals

high vol. Il6
low vol. 257
high ^1. 219
low vol. 309
2^

230
162
216
I527

106

IBk
180
i2£

em

603
818
715
2^

The ctistoioers of territory B have the most favorable attitude
toward D.L.P, services. Territory A follows closely, vbile Territory
C rates mach poorer.
Within Territory A, it is apparent the low voliime customers are
more satisfied than those doing a higher volume of husiness with D.L.P.
In Territory B the opposite is true, with high volume customers, part
icularly small films, giving the most favorable evaluations.
Scores for all strata within Teiritoiy C are low with the large
potential, high volume strata giving the lowest evaluations of all
12 strata.
Upon scanning "profile* graphs of B]^bits F, G, and H, the
following points are of concern on a "trouble-shooting" basis for
each of the potential-volume stratat
Lairge Potential, High Volume
These cxistomers are the least satisfied in sales Territory C.
They give slightly poor ratings for "ability to deliver within time
required", "inventory level-stock availability", "physical condition
of merchandise delivered", and "Price". Since no warehouse is located
in western Montana the time and distance factors are serious jbnpediments to adequately service this airea.
The "correctness of invoice" was a frequent complaint in Territoiy
C and nceived a generally poor rating. The compai^y owtied retail
building materials firms are partictilarly vocal on this point.
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The pr«dtict catalog Is not being kept up as well in ferritorles
A and B. They reeelved a loir rating compared to a slightly favorable
rating for Territory C.
The sales policy, that is, protection of retaileirs through the
i^olesaler's refusal to sell direct, was rated slightly poor in Territory
A, "General attitude of representative" and "product knoirledge of rep]*esentative" wBTO' other services idiich were not rated as highly as in
Territory B,
lax^ Potential, Low Volume
Telephone service and promptness of receiving quotations were
rated much higher for Territory A. These findings may indicate a par~
tiality of the telephone salesman who services Territories A and 6
to fiiTOS located in this territory, and/or it may indicate increased
effort by the telejdione salesman due to a peirsonal preference for
the "outside" salesman traveling -Uiis area.
i-i.

Quality of product catalog was rated considerably lower within
Territory A.
Territory B rated relatively poorerrfor "frequency of visits 1:^
D.L.P. representatives", "sales policy", "price", "teleph^z» service",
and "promptness of receiving quotations". This sharj^ contrasts with
generally favorable customer attitudes toward these services within the
large potential, high volume stratum.
Smkll Potential, High Volume
The attitudes of this customer stratum were very similar to those
of the large potential, high volume stratum as previously discussed.
In contrast, "quality of product catalog", and "frequency of visits
by D.L.P. representatives" received much lower ratings for Territories
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A and C. Tsrxdtozy C also had a mach loner rating for "willingness
to accept back faulty merchandise** and "price".
Small Potential, Lov Voltime
Territory A rated relatively low on "availability of display
materials".
Territoiy B rated i^latively low on "ability to deliver within
the time required", "inventoiy level-stock availability", and "delivery
idien promised".
V&thin Territory C, "quality of product catalog", "ability to
deliver within time required", and "frequency of visits by D.L.P, rep
resentatives" received lower evaluations.
Page 2 of the Qoestioimaire
This page dealt with the degree of interest in additional specialty
products and dealer incentive programs such as contests. Bealei^ were
generally confused by the term specialty products. This was ziot ai^rent in pre-testing. Therefore, no reliability is given to the results
of questions 1 and 2 given in Exhibit I. The results of q^stion 3
support the interviewer's observation that interest in incenrtive programs :
blas*e or negative.
Page 2 of the Qaestionnaire
Suggestions toward Improving the product catalog were offered by
22 of the 55 respondents. The most frequent request was keepii^ it
cumnt. Specific requests included faster mailings of price changes,
discarding obsolete product information, adding product information on
new lines, and providing new binders. The plastic catalog binders
presently being used have a short life. These are torn and badly in
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need of repOLaeementg
Prod^t lines were generally satisfactory with very few respond
ents offering sttggestions.
Exhibit

stnumazdsses questions 3t

5»

The average baHding

material idiQlesalers actively soliciting the business of the z«spondents is 6.6. Mversified Ijholesale ranks 3*^ in volume,
Territozy C has a sligh'Uy larger nuniber of competitors and loir
market penetration at ^.1. Territory B has the best market penetration
at 2,6,
80^ of all respondents hold orders for -wholesalers providing tnick
service, claiming this to yield a savings. Territory B has a low of 60^,
40 of the 55 respondents answered question 7 (General comment con
cerning clearly negative responses). This was a valuable section of
the questionnaire, offering the respondent an opportunity to elaborate
on negative responses made in preceding pages of the questionnaire,
plus comment on areas not covered. In order to protect the actual firm
these negative comments are not included in this paper.
These custcnner comments support survey findings charted in the
e:!dilbits and discussed at length throughout this section of the report.
Most low priority items in the buying decisions of retailers stich as
"credit terns", "product knowledge of salesman", "promptness of receiving
q^tations", "sales policy", and "product lines" receive few unsatisfactory
comments.
The general comment section of the questionnairo revealed an inter
esting practice. In Territory C some of the idiolesalers providing regular
truck seirvice are using their truck drivers as salesmen. This could
increase volume through "hold" orders and decrease the required traveling
by the sales representative, thereby transfeiring part of the selling
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e^qsense to the delivery function.
There was one contradiction in sxirvey resiilts. Forceftd complaints
were directed toward ttie "promptness of receiving invoices". However,
according to Exhibit D this was not assigned a high priority xior given
a low average score. This may be attributed to the meaning lost in
averaging. Thou^ "promptness of receiving invoices" may not be a
critical sei-vice item for most retailers, lack of it appeal^ to be
veiy annoying for a vocal minority.

CHAPTER VIU
C0!3CLUSI0NS AHD RECOMHENDATIONS
Srirvey restilts indicate Diversified Lumber Products lnSiolesale
Division has a generally favorable Image with the customers presently
beii% serviced. Competitively, -tiiiey aire in the 3*^ position in volume
of customer purchases out of an average of 6l6 building materials
idiolesalers servicliig the average retaileir, (Eadilbit J) A 1.0 market
position represents idie idiolesaler receiving the highest volume of
business.
Competition is the most intense in western Montana. An average
of

^olesalers divide the average retailers busimss with D.L,P,

maintaining 't^e 4^.1 market position.
D.L.P. is serving the small retailer the most effectively. Small
retailers providing a relatively high volume of business for D.L.P. are
the most favorable to the services as jshey are presently beii^ performed.
Of the ^ volume catagories, they gave the Mghest ratlins for 13 of the
20 services evaluated. Small retailers of low volume trere very nearly
as well satisfied. The personal "touch" of D.L.P. salesmen and a pro
tective sales policy are well received by this giroup.
Large retailers providing a relatively high volume for D.L.P. were
-Uie least satisfied. Those respondents within Territories A and C were
the BKJst negative. They demand more and better services and will receive
them, otherwise, they will |iLace most orders with other i^olesalers.
They gave the lowest ratings for 14 of the 20 services evaluated.

The sales emflaisis in Territory A appears to be too strongly
centered on the low volume customers. The poorer attitude expressed
within tlie high veltsoe customer strata, indicates a need to shift
and/or add sales-service emphasis to this cxistomer segment. It is
recommended marketing strategy be diirected accordingly.
Though the customers in Territoxy B are the most satisfied with
services as perfomed by D.L.P,,

sales volume to large firms (large

potential) should be increased. The attitiides of those large finos doing
a low volume of business with D.L.P. are much poorer than other strata
within this territory,
Within Territory C, attitudes for customer strata are poorer than
other sales territories, exception being the large potential, low voltime
stratum i^ch is lower in Territory B as discussed above, truck service
from the eastern Hontana warehotise would generate some additional bus
iness in Territory C (western ^ntana), bat the distance factor would
still price various items out of the market. !nie ability to deliver
an item within the time required by the customer may require consider
ation of a warehotise operation located in that area. A surv^ to
determine the potential market would reveal its feasibility. Presently,
western Montana operations are confiioed jarimarily to supplying the
"captive** boilding material yards and other iretailers who find their
regular idiolesale suppliers in a stock-out condition.
Those services receiving the lowest ratings were also generally
assigned the highest priorities in the respondent's buying decisions.
The weighted average scores for all catagories combined are Illustrated
by Exhibit D. Top priority items receiving poorer service ratii^s
imltidedt
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-Ft^leal eeiadition of sMrehaiidlse
-DelivBry tdien promised
-iHveHfcoyy Ifvel-atock availability
-Quality of product catalog
-Abili*^ tQ deliver within ttoe required
-Irequeney of visits hy Diversified Wholesale Representatives
Other service items of lower priority bat frequently cited as
being poorly performed included i
-Correctness of invoices
-Premptoess of receiving invoices
-Prcmiptness of receiving quotations
The newsletter received the lowest average evaluation of all
services. It is recommended that it either be impz>oved or discontinoed.
Bsspondents were generally unawaz« of its existence, had never received
it, or were uninterested.
Telephoiae service received a hi^ prioril^ and a fairly high nting.
A few high volume firms are very insistent on the installation of an
in-coming 'Watts'*. It is recommended '^tts" telephone service be
installed. It is also ]?ecommended the telephone salesman give equal
service to customears of aU areas. Telephone service and promptness
of receiving quotations ireceived much higher scores for Territory A.
They should be nearly equal for £11 areas.
Dealers are not interested in incentive prograios such as contests
and special promotions.

Respondents were visibly agitated over this

item, giving it a negative rating. Farther consideration should be
abandoned.
The product catalog must be kept more current. Competition has
staff assigned to this function and th^ are providing this service
more adequately. Slow notification of price changes is the most common
complaint. Betailers clajba not to have the time to insert price and
product line changes. They expect this service to be performed period
ically by a compary representative. The plastic binders have a very
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short life anl ax* badly in need of replacement.
'Wholesaler track service did not receive a high priority rating
in the retailers bt^ing decisions. Ibis iffpears to be an izMSorrect
result. Since it iias only to be assigned a pzdority and not rated,
it may have been missed.
to support

Page 3 of the questionnaire yielded evidence

belief. 80^ of the retailers responding on page 3 of

the qaestioi^ii« claimed to hold orders at a cost advantage for those
^diolesalers providing truck service. Tirack service should be a partic->
ularly critical factor in western Montana vheiTe Spokane i&olesaler's
service Montana accoimts throtigh regular truck delivery at a consid
erable fj?eight cost advantage.
Retailers enthusiastically endoz^ed the quality of Diversified
l^olesale's salesmen. They ax« judged by the interviewer to be superior
to other idiolesalers and were ccmiplimented throughout the intervriews.
If the management can solve the problems emphasized in this report,
the t^olesale operation could be superior to all competitors.
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DEALER

FERSOH

KUMBER OF EMPLOJEES

Flease rat* BivMrstfled Loaaiber Prodoet* Viholesale on the items listed
below. Slapiy plaee a^ X in the space that indicates yotir evaluation*
1, Credit Terns

t

1

t

1

1

1

t

t

t

1

t

1

3. Correctoess of invoice

t

t

1

1

t

s

Telephone service

1

t

1

t

t

i

Quality of product catalog

1

t

1

1

t

1

6. Promptness of receiving quotations

1

1

t

1

1

t

7. Ability to deliver nithin time required

t

t

t

1

t

t

8. Inventory level-stock availability

t

1

i

1

t

1

9. Delivery iihen prcnoised

t

t

t

1

f

t

10. Usefolness of the newsletter

t

t

1

t

t

i

11. Frequency of visits by D.L.P. irep.'s

1

t

1

1

t

1

12. General attitude of representative

t

i

i

1

1

13. AvailaMlity of display materials

t

1

t

1

t

r

14^, Product knowledge of representative

i

i

1

1

t

i

15*

i

i

t

t

t

1

t

1

1

1

1

1

t

1

»

1

1

_i

t

i

t

t

1

19. Sales policy

1

1

i

1

1

1

20. Price

1

i

1

t

t

t

2«

5.

EXCELLENT

Promptness of reeeirLng invoices

Physical condition of merchandise

16. liQllingness to accept back faulty
merchandise
17. Piremptoess of handling claims
18. Product lines

21. Vlholesaler truck service

N.A.

On the left side of the above 21 items, select and number, in order of
your priority, those most important 5 influences on your buying decisions.

Please indleate

X your degree of interest in the foUoningt

1.

Additional Specialty Products

2.

Co-operati^ «i^ Diversified Lumber
Products in prcaaoting nev specialty
prodc^ts^

3.

Tes

Dealer Incentives such as contests, etc.

____ __
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1.

Suggestions to iaptrove the product catalog

2.

General jroduet line suggestions

3.

How ms^ wholesalers aw actively soliciting your business -—

4.

Khich position does Diversified Lumber Products hold as to volume
purchased

5.

Do you hold orders for those idxolesalers providing truck service?
Frequently

6.

Seldom

Never

Is there a cost advantage in buying from ^lolesalers providing
truck ssrviceT
Tos

No ______________

If so, how muehT ______________
7.

General comment concerning clearly negative responses! (Please
elabsi^i^ on problem areas)

EIHIHIT C
COVER lETTER

November Ij 197®

CompazQr Kanager
Ccaapaxqr Hanua
Company Mdress
Dear Siri
In an effort to evaluate the service and comparer image of Diversified
Lomber Frodncts Vlholesale Building Materials Division, Management has
instructed me to eomixLete a custoii»r stirvey.
The results from this sample iiill have a beariitig on 'Qie nat'are of futture
service. Consequently, it is urgently requested that ysu fill out and
return the enclosed questionnaire Isy the tenth of this month. Since you
are part of a small sample your cooperation is vital.
iCLl replies are confidential so |0.ease be fraxik.
Most sincerely,

Gerald P. Iforgan
Director of Market Research
Diversified Lumber Products
Anyi^ere, U.S.A.

BSCEIELB
mSSSSSBSJSB^
must RATINGS 61 SUES TERBITORT

1. Credit Teras
2,
3*

BXCEIZEIfr
recelvli^ Invoices

Correetness of ^onroiee
Teleplient serrlee

5*

Qoalll^ of predoet catalog

6. n*ompt^88 of receiving quotations
7*

AMllt^p to deliver vithin time required

8. Inventory level-stock availability
9. Delivery TA»n pxwmlsed
10. Usefolness of the newsletter
11. Frequency of visits by D.L.P. rep.'s
12. General attitude of representative
13. Availability of disjAay materials
14*. Product knowledge of representative
15•

Fliysleal condition of merchandise

16. Willingness to accept back faulty
merchandise
17. fttmpiness of handling claims
18. Product lines
19. Sales policy
20. Price
21. Wholesaler truck service
AVERAGE
SAIES TERKCTOHT A
SAIES TERRITOHr 6
SALES TESRIT0H7 C

EXHIBIT E

RATINGS BT POTEHTIAL-VOLDME STRATA
FOR THE TOTAL SAMS TERRITORr
1«

Crsdlt Tonss

isjLuKtUB^T

2. ProBipitiiMiss of receiving invoices
3. Coivee^ss of invoice
4. TeleidifiBA service
5. Qiiality of product c&talog
6. ftromptiiess of receiving qootations
7. Ability to deliver nithin tiae required
8. iHventory level-stock availability
9. Delivery nhen pironised
10. TTsefolness of the nensletter
11. Frequency of visits by B.L.P. rep.*s
12. General attitude of representative
13*

Availability of display oaterials

1^. B^uct knowledge of representative
15. FSbysical condition of aerchandise
16. Willingness to accept back faulty
mercbaMlse
17. Prcmptness of handling clalias
18. Product lines
19. Sales policy
20. Price
21. iOiolesaler track service

H.A.
LARm
LAR6B
SHALL
SHALL

POTEimAL, HIGH VOL.
FOTSRttAL, WW VOL.
POIEHTIAL, HI® VOL.
POTEimAL, LOW VOL.

EXHIBIT F
RATINGS EI STRATA
FOR TERRITORT A
1. Credit T^zna

EXCRTiTiKNT

2. Frog^taees ef reeelviiig invoices
3. CorreetKi»88 of invoice
Teleffeon» service
5*

Qcu^t^r of product catalog

6. Prompteess of receiving quotations
7. Ability to deliver iri.thin time reqtiired
8. Inventory level-stock availability
9. Delivery irtien poroanised
10. Usefolness of the newsletter
11. Freqaent^ of visits by D.L.P. rep.*s
12. General attitude of representative
13. Availability of display matei^als
1^. Product knowledge of representative
15. Physical condition of merchandise
16. Willingness to accept back faull^
merchandise
17. nremtptness of handling claims
18. Product lines
19. Sales policy
20. Price

r.A

21. Vlholesaler truck service
LAR($
LAKS
SHALL
SHALL

POTKfllAl,
POfSiiTIAL,
PDISHTIAL,
POTENTIAL,

HI® VOL.
LOW m.
mm VOL.
LOW VOL.

^5
EXBIBIT Q
RAflUGS m STRATA
FOR TERKCTORT B
1. Ciredlt^ 'Bawsm
2. Pronptairaff

EXCSLLSNT
receiving invoices

3*

CorrecstMP* of invoice

'I'.

Telei^MM< service

5,

Qoali-^ of product catalog

6. ^:>Qmptnes3 of receiving quotations ,
7*

Abilitgr to deliver within time required

8, InvwKtory level-stock a-vailability
9. Delivery t^n prcanised
10. UsefiOjaess of the newsletter
11. Frequency of visits liiy O.L.P. rep.'s
12. General attitude of representative
13. Availability of display materials
I'f. Product knowledge of representative
15. Hiysical condition of aerehanEiise
16. Willingness to accept back faulty
nerchandise
17. PrtMBptness of handling claims
18. Rroduct lines
19. Sales policy
20. Price
21. Wholesaler tro^ service

N.A.
LAR(S vammM., mm m.
LARGE fOmmiL, UM 7GL,
SMMX Kfmm£L, HXCH VOX..
mm. FOTEHHAL, LOW m.

EOmiBIT H
RATINGS BT STRATA
FOR TERRITORT C
1. Cir^it Terms

EZCELLSEiT

2. Promptness of x>eeeivlng invoices
3. Correctness of invoice
4. Telephone service
5. Qaality of product catalog
6. Promptness of receiving quotations
7. Ability to deliver >iithin time required
8. Inventory level-stock availability
9*

Delivery vfaen promised

10. UsefoliMSs of the neiraletter
11. Frequency of visits by D.L.P. rep.*s
12. General attitude of representative
13. Availability of display materials
14. Product knowledge of representative
15. Physical condition of merchandise
16. VB.llingness to accept back faulty
merchandise
17. Promptness of handling claims
18. Product lines
19. Sales policy
20. Price
21. VOiolesaler track service
UBJSE
LAR(^
SMALL
SMAIX

POTENTIAL,
POTESTIAL,
POTENTIAL,
POTENTIAL,

HIGK VOL.
LOW VOL.
HIGH VOL.
LOW VOL,

EXHIBIT I
TOTilS FOR PAGE 2 OF (^nSSTIOlINAIRB
Please indicate vith an Z your degree of interest in the following i
1.

Mditional Specialty Products

Tes

2.

Co-operating with Diversified Lomber
Products in promoting new specialty
{products

3.

Dealer incentives such as contests, etc.
URGS
LAROE
SMALL
SMALL

POTENTIAL,
POTEHTIAL,
POTENTIAL,
BOTEHTIAL,

EIGS. VOL.
LOW VOL.
HIGH VOL.
LOW VOL.
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EsraiHrT J
TOTAIS FOR PAGE 3 OF QUESTIONNAIRE
(3)
W
(5)
Average # Market
Hold Orders (?)
of \dislr*s Position Freq, Seldom Never

(6)
Savings
Yes No

TEElRITORr A
Small
Small
Large
Large

potential,
potential.
potential.
potential.

hi^ vol.
low vol.
hi^ vol.
low vol.

Totals

7.6
6,2
4.0
6.6

3.0
3.4
2.5
4,6

6.2

3.4

1

2
0
1
1

1
2
0
1

3
3
4
i

3
0
0
0

12

4

4

15

3

3
3
3

TBRRITORir B
Small
Small
Large
Large

potential,
potential,
potential.
potential,

hi^ vol.
low vol.
hi^ vol.
low vol.

Totals

6,1
5.0
7.0
M

1,8
4,0
2,3

3
2
0
1

2
0
2
0

3
0
2
1

5
2
1
1

2
0
3
1

6,3

2,6

6

4

6

9

6

1
2
1

3
5
4
_4

0
1
0
0

TERRITORT C
Small
Small
Large
Large

potential.
potential.
potential.
potential.

high vol. 10,0
low vol.
5.2
hi^ vol. 7.0
low vol.

Totals

3.3
4,0
1,2
M

1

1

0
1
0
0

4,1

11

5

1

16

1

4
3
2
__2

11
10
9
12

5
1
3

U

i2,

1£

2
3
3

Totals for ©itire Sales Territory
Small
Small
Large
Large

potential.
potential.
potential.
potential,

Totals

high vol.
low vol.
hi^ vol.
low vol.

7.2
5.6
5.8

2A
6,6

8
8
6

2,5
3.8
2,0
6,0

JL

5
2
4
_2

2^

12

12

